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A B S T R A C T

Given the abundance of software in open source repositories, code search engines are increasingly turning to "big data" technologies such as natural language processing and machine learning, to deliver more useful search results. However, like the syntax-based approaches traditionally used to analyze and compare code in the first generation of code search engines, big data technologies are essentially static analysis processes. When dynamic properties of software, such as run-time behavior (i.e., semantics) and performance, are among the search criteria, the exclusive use of static algorithms has a significant negative impact on the precision and recall of the search results as well as other key usability factors such as ranking quality. Therefore, to address these weaknesses and provide a more reliable and usable service, the next generation of code search engines needs to complement static code analysis techniques with equally large-scale, dynamic analysis techniques based on its execution and observation. In this paper we describe a new software platform specifically developed to achieve this by simplifying and largely automating the dynamic analysis (i.e., observation) of code at a large scale. We show how this platform can combine dynamically observed properties of code modules with static properties to improve the quality and usability of code search results.

1. Introduction

There are many different forms of software reuse, with many different goals, but one of the most canonical forms is the incorporation of pre-existing, self-contained software components in new applications to reduce the amount of code that has to be rewritten from scratch (Mili et al., 1995, 1998). The key enabling platform for this form of reuse is the Code Search Engine (CSE), inspired by mainstream Internet search engines. While the goal of mainstream search engines is to find relevant Internet artifacts, CSEs focus on retrieving relevant code artifacts represented in a formal programming language.

General-purpose Internet search engines only started to become useful and attract serious interest once the number of available Internet artifacts reached a certain critical mass about the turn of the millennium. In the same way, CSEs only started to become truly useful and attract significant research interest (about 10 years later) when the number of code artifacts retrievable over the Internet reached a critical mass thanks to the rise of the open source movement (Lerner and Tirole, 2001) and supporting repositories (Hummel and Atkinson, 2006). Since then, the number of papers on CSEs has expanded rapidly, with over 80% of the 100 or so papers published on CSEs having been written since 2008 (Grazia and Pradel, 2022).

While the main problem faced by the first generation of CSEs was populating their databases with meaningful numbers of code artifacts, the current generation of CSEs has the opposite problem — coping with the vast, and rapidly exploding, number of code artifacts stored in modern Internet repositories. For example, more than 85 million new projects were created on GitHub in 2022 alone (GitHub, 2022), and this is only one of several large software hosting sites. This explosion in reusable source code means that many newly-written software components today are similar, or identical to, code that already exists (Yang et al., 1999; Inoue et al., 2020; Rahman et al., 2018). Managing and efficiently leveraging this huge number of open source code artifacts is a natural big data problem. Indeed, most of the current research into CSEs aims to find novel ways of applying recent results from data science to improve their performance and utility. This makes a lot of sense because source code is in essence text and is thus inherently amenable to data science techniques. Natural-Language Processing (NLP) and semi-structured data analysis techniques are particularly applicable, since they can be used to analyze and exploit the meaning of the identifiers (i.e., names) chosen by programmers. Given that programmers usually try to pick names for identifiers collectively, in systematic ways, the naturalness hypothesis (Allamanis et al., 2018) also assumes that code even exhibits some of the patterns and features of natural language.
languages documents, which makes it even more amenable to NLP pattern matching techniques.

Unlike purely natural language documents, however, software artifacts have two additional properties that make their comprehensive analysis especially challenging. The first is that they are represented in languages with formally defined grammars, which allows them to be parsed into concrete, well-defined data structures such as abstract syntactic trees (ASTs). This makes it possible to analyze and compare the syntactic structure of code artifacts using a range of formal and algorithmic methods such as feature vectors, graph and solver-based matching algorithms as well as data science techniques such as machine learning (e.g., classification). Since the formal structural properties of software are so important, dedicated platforms have been developed to support the syntax-based analysis of code at “big data” scales, such as Boa (for the ultra-large scale analysis of ASTs) (Dyer et al., 2015), and SourcererCC (for detecting code clones at a large scale) (Sajhani et al., 2016).

The second fundamental property of software artifacts that makes their comprehensive analysis especially challenging is their dynamic behavior (a.k.a., semantics) when executed on a suitable computing platform. Full and precise analysis of a software’s dynamic (i.e., runtime) behavior lies beyond the reach of the logico-deductive and data science based approaches used on syntactic structures due to Rice’s theorem. This is a fundamental theorem of computer science which states that all non-trivial semantic properties of programs, including their behavioral semantics, are undecidable, which means that no general algorithm for deciding whether a software component truly implements a particular piece of functionality can exist (Rice, 1953). Statistical techniques such as NLP are not subject to Rice’s theorem, of course, but rely on programmers using accurate and explanatory identifiers in their code. Since programmers can just as easily choose inaccurate or misleading identifiers as good ones, they are notoriously unreliable at predicting behavior (cf. vocabulary mismatch problem Furnas et al., 1987). Furthermore, the resulting lack of a reliable link between the claimed semantics of code (as implied by its identifiers) and its true runtime semantics has a direct, negative impact on the precision and recall of traditional CSEs, since they rely on these static analysis techniques. It reduces the precision of code searches because it increases the number of false positives in the result set (i.e., it includes code components whose identifiers falsely imply they have the desired semantics), and it reduces the recall of code searches because it decreases the number of true positives in the result set (i.e., it fails to include code components whose identifiers falsely imply that they do not have the desired semantics).

Since the only practical way of gaining insights into the true semantics (i.e., runtime behavior) of code components is to run them, several early generation CSEs such as Sourcerer (CodecGenie) (Lazzarini Lemos et al., 2007; Bajracharya et al., 2014), S6 (Reiss, 2009) and MEROBASE (CodecONSumer) (Hummel, 2008; Hummel et al., 2008), attempted to address this weakness by including dynamic (i.e., execution-based) observation of behavior into the software search process. Technically, this applies an approach that was first referred to as behavioral sampling (Podgurski and Pierce, 1992), but CSEs that employ it are usually referred to as “test-driven” or “test-case driven” CSEs (Sim and Gallardo-Valencia, 2015; Robillard et al., 2014). In this paper we use the term “test-driven search engines” and the acronym TDS engine. Although these early test-driven search engines were able to demonstrate some limited success in increasing code search precision, they suffered from several major weaknesses —

1. Small corpora: Since the curation of corpora of executable software systems was (and still largely is) performed by hand (e.g., Dietrich et al. (2017), Palsberg and Lopes (2018), Martins et al. (2018a) and Fraser and Arcuri (2014)), the number of software artifacts available to CSEs was very small by today’s standards. Automating as many of the corpus curation tasks as possible, including build automation, is key to obtaining large-scale collections of executable systems from today’s online software repositories.

2. Poor scalability and performance: Since early TDS engines were invariably built on the monolithic computing platforms available at the time, they took a long time to generate search results. Efficiently executing software systems at an ultra-large scale requires fully-blown clustering technology supporting the vertical and horizontal scaling of workloads that takes advantage of today’s big data technologies and hardware.

3. Declarative query languages: The only practical way to realize test-driven code searches on a large body of code is to first perform a “standard” text-based search and then apply the defined tests to each of the returned candidate code artifacts. The approach is therefore inherently complex and involves multiple steps. The first generation of CSEs hid this complexity by only supporting searches defined in declarative query languages. To request a search, users had to define the desired properties of the sought after software artifacts, but had little if any opportunity to influence how the search results were produced.

4. Platform-specific test description language: Since tests represent one of the inputs to the test-driven code search process, the way they are defined has a significant impact on the usability of CSEs. The first generation of CSEs only accepted tests written in mainstream code-based test definition technologies like JUnit (JUnit, 2022), which can be extremely verbose, and are difficult to combine with the text elements of the core search query. They also tangle the test inputs (i.e, stimuli) with the expected outputs (i.e., software responses).

5. Limited adaptation technology: Since it is rare for two distinct implementations of a given piece of functionality to use exactly the same interface (e.g., in terms of method and class names, parameter types and orders etc.), many code components that actually deliver the desired functionality will be missed unless an appropriate adapter is created to adapt them to the interface expected by the tests. The first generation of TDS engines had very primitive adaptation capabilities.

6. Simplistic Ranking Approaches: The ranking criteria used to order search results is a key factor in the perceived usefulness of all search engines, since research shows that users rarely look beyond the first 10 returned results (Wang et al., 2009; Joachims et al., 2017). However, because they do not execute the code, the current generation of CSEs are unable to consider anything other than statically-deduced metrics when comparing the retrieved candidates for ranking (e.g., vectors comparison etc.). This means that the true values of some of the most potentially interesting metrics (e.g., true behavior, execution speed, resource usage etc.) cannot be used as ranking criteria.

7. Lack of dynamic metrics about the result set: The perceived usability of search engines is also influenced by the amount of information they provide about the candidates in the result set, enabling users to manually analyze the top ranked candidates. Again, CSEs that do not actually execute the code components in the result can only create statically-inferred estimates of dynamic properties of the components rather than measure their true values.

This paper is based on the premise that to significantly improve the usability, precision and recall of code search services, the next generation of CSEs needs to address these weaknesses. Moreover, they need to do so at a scale and efficiency commensurate with the static analysis techniques supported by data science and platforms like Boa. In this paper, we show how this is possible by using a new platform designed to support the large-scale observation and analysis of software. This platform, known as the Large-Scale Software Observatorium, or LASSO for short (Kessel, 2023), was not specifically designed as a
search engine but rather as a generic software observatorium. However, because efficient code retrieval, systematic testing and workflow customization on a large scale are fundamental requirements for such a software observatorium, it provides advanced solutions to all the aforementioned problems.

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate how a software observatorium like LASSO can support a new generation of code search use cases and significantly increase the quality of the results. It does this in four main ways —

1. It shows how the current functionality offered by LASSO significantly enhances the range, power and customizability of code search use cases that can be supported (Section 3).
2. It explains how LASSO’s implementation of these services, together with LASSO’s underlying corpus of executable software, provides novel solutions to the weaknesses defined above (Section 4).
3. It demonstrates how LASSO’s scripting language and functionality can be used to concisely, efficiently and scalably implement a “classic” TDS engine as a user-facing service, which we refer to as LASSO TDS (Section 5).
4. It presents a study showing how LASSO TDS, and thus the technology it is built on, significantly increases code search recall and precision relative to first-generation TDS engines (Section 6).

LASSO TDS is included for two reasons. First, it represents the state-of-the-art in “classic” CSEs, where users initiate searches by means of declarative query languages, which is still a highly sought after service. Second, it provides a functionality reference point against which the advantages of the large-scale observation technology offered by LASSO can be gauged. Although the first generation TDS engines are no longer publicly available, the principles by which they were realized are well known and can serve as a baseline for comparison.

The LASSO platform has been described before in previous publications. The most comprehensive and detailed description is the PhD dissertation of the first author of the paper (Kessel, 2023). This also includes an introduction to LASSO’s search service and an overview of its realization. Other papers that have used LASSO in test-driven software experiments (Kessel and Atkinson, 2024) or the implementation of other new services have also provided high-level overviews of its features and implementations (e.g., Kessel and Atkinson (2019b,a) and Kessel and Atkinson (2022)). The unique features of the current paper are a comprehensive overview of LASSO from the perspective of user-oriented code search, a more detailed description of how it overcomes the seven weaknesses above, and a new study based on 20 real-world examples that presents concrete evidence of the benefits these advances bring to the state-of-the-art in TDS engines.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section describes the context to the work, discusses the history and background of CSEs, and discusses related work. Section 3 then presents LASSO and its various CSE-related capabilities from the perspective of users (i.e., a black box perspective), including an overview of the languages and data structures that the platform offers. Section 4 continues with a white-box perspective of LASSO, providing a detailed description of the underlying structures, services and data sources that support the previously described capabilities. Section 5 then turn to LASSO TDS, describing both its user-facing services and GUI as well as its implementation using LASSO’s scripting language and data structures. With LASSO TDS having been presented, Section 6 presents a study that shows how the realization strategy and underlying technology used to build the service provides clear benefits over traditional TDS engine implementations. Section 7 presents a discussion of the insights that can be gained from the presented experiment, before Section 8 concludes the paper with a summary of the presented work, an appraisal of its potential significance and some remarks about how it could be built on in the future.

2. Background

In order to provide the context for the rest of the paper and explain the contributions the LASSO platform can make to code search and software reuse, in this section we describe relevant background material and related work. Another goal is to establish consistent terminology. Note that a recent survey on techniques for searching for code can be found in Grazi and Pradel (2022).

2.1. Code search and software recommendation

In general, any technique or activity that exploits existing software in the development of new applications can be regarded as a form of software reuse (Krueger, 1992; Frakes and Kyo Kang, 2005). This ranges from the use of exemplary snippets of software from forums such as Stack Overflow (Abdalikareem et al., 2017) and the mining of successful patterns from repositories, to the testing of tools and hypotheses using large software data sets (Dyer et al., 2015). However, the canonical form of reuse is the incorporation of pre-existing, self-contained software components within new applications to reduce the amount of code that has to be rewritten from scratch. A lot of research was done on this form of reuse in the 1980s and 1990s (Mili et al., 1995, 1998), but its impact was limited by the small software data sets that could be obtained at that time. The field received a new lease of life in mid 2000, when open source software repositories started to become accessible on the Internet and efficient, full-text search tools such as Lucene (The Apache Software Foundation, 2022c) became available to index and analyze their contents as textual documents. These advances gave rise to a range of tools, referred to as code search engines (CSEs) or code recommendation systems (CRSs), which aimed to tackle the core problem of implementation-saving reuse — finding existing software entities that match the needs of a new application or use case.

CSEs (Sim and Gallardo-Valencia, 2015) and CRSs (Robillard et al., 2014) often go hand in hand and basically only differ in the way users interact with the search technology. CSEs essentially require users to perform a proactive search by creating some kind of explicit query, whereas code recommendation systems typically do not require users to perform explicit code searches, but suggest potentially useful reuse candidates to them by observing their current development work. CRSs usually depend on CSEs to carry out searches over large populations of code units, but generate the queries automatically based on the code the software engineer appears to be developing. Well known examples of such dependencies include the CodeGenie recommendation tool (Lemos et al., 2007) driven by the Sourcerer (Bajracharya et al., 2014) search engine and the CodeConjuror (Hummel et al., 2008) recommendation tool driven by the Merobase (Hummel, 2008) code search engine. Since this paper is focused primarily on the code search side of the technology, we do not mention recommendation tools in the rest of the paper.

Interface-driven code search (IDS)

Since code is a form of semi-structured, text-based data, the majority of dedicated CSEs is essentially based on full-text search. However, the query languages of most CSEs assign a special meaning to the core components of source code such as methods, classes etc. This can extend to the level of allowing users to specify the interfaces of the software abstractions they are looking for in terms of one or more method signatures (Zaremski and Wing, 1995; Hummel, 2008; De Paula et al., 2016). The goal of such interface-driven queries is to find all code models that implement the specified interface. Since this can range from a single method to a large collection of classes and other source code components, the term software component is often used as an all-embracing term for the entities returned. We also use this term in this paper. We regard a software component as any self-contained collection of components that collectively appear to implement the desired interface. For clarity, we refer to the interface and logical behavior of the software component being sought in a search, as a functional abstraction and any particular collection of components that realizes that interface and behavior as an implementation of that functional abstraction.
The term “appear to” in the previous paragraph is important, since it reveals one of the main weaknesses of contemporary CSEs — the need to infer the semantics of code components from the identifiers used to name classes, methods and parameters, and if available, the comments that accompany the formal code statements. Although these inference techniques have become quite sophisticated through the use of advanced NLP techniques like word stemming, word embeddings (e.g., code2vec Alon et al., 2019), query expansion (Nie et al., 2016) and topic modeling coupled with AI-based language models and neural networks (Gu et al., 2018), they can never fully overcome the idiosyncratic choices of software engineers when selecting identifiers. As mentioned previously, the problem of establishing whether two software components implement the same functionality abstraction (i.e., the same behavior) is formally undecidable (cf. Rice’s theorem (Rice, 1953)) so that no general purpose algorithmic solution is possible.

The only practical way of removing the influence of identifier choices in assessing the functional equivalence of software systems is therefore to compare their responses to a sample set of stimuli from their input spaces. This approach, first proposed under the name of behavior sampling in the early 90s (Podgurski and Pierce, 1992), has been shown to be effective provided that the set of stimuli is of sufficient size and quality (Podgurski and Pierce, 1993; Kessel and Atkinson, 2019b).

In an effort to support true semantic searches alongside text-based searches, several CSEs such as CoDGenie (Lemos et al., 2007), S6 (Reiss, 2009), Hunter (Wang et al., 2016) and Membase (Hummel, 2008) therefore incorporated some form of behavior sampling capability under the name of test-driven or test-case-driven search. In particular, S6 and Membase seamlessly added semantic (i.e., test-driven) searches on top of interface-driven searches. For the rest of this paper, we use the term test-driven search to refer to behavioral sampling that enhances traditional search processes with the sampling of input/output mappings. The precise way this sampling is performed can vary, however. For example, Sater (Stolee et al., 2014) is a CSE that samples input/output mappings by so-called static execution — that is, static program analysis in terms of symbolic execution and constraint solving. Even though this approach is promising, the current limitations of constraint solving restrict its applicability to tiny code snippets. Moreover, no measurable engineering goals based on run-time characteristics can be supported by this technique.

2.2. Clone detection

A field of software engineering research that overlaps with, and is relevant to, CSE research is code clone detection (Roy et al., 2009). Clone detection research is interested in detecting many more forms of similarity between code components, and does not necessarily require them to be functionally equivalent. Code clones are usually classified into four different categories (Koschke, 2007) depending on what kinds of similarity the code components exhibit —

- type-1: textual similarity (the code components are identical, except for non-meaningful elements such as white spaces, carriage returns and comments),
- type-2: lexical similarity (the code components have exactly the same structure, except for systematically adjusted identifier names and literal values),
- type-3: syntactic similarity (the code components are quite similar syntactically, but differ in some way at the statement level),
- type-4: semantic similarity, the code components have similar semantics, but may differ syntactically (e.g., the code components may be implemented completely differently but have similar semantics in terms of run-time behavior).

This terminology, however, does not clearly define what clones are and what the employed similarity measures look like. Several authors have therefore proposed additional subtypes of clones such as exact clones for type-1, renamed and parameterized clones for type-2, near-miss clones for type-3 and semantic clones for type-4 (Svajlenko and Roy, 2016).

Although the clone detection research field has different concrete goals to the CSE field, its results are very relevant. In particular, CSEs usually employ type-1 and type-2 clone detection algorithms to improve the diversity of their results. Software engineers are usually interested in “different” implementations of the functionality they are searching for rather than implementations that differ only in some trivial way such as type 1 and 2 clones. TDS engines could therefore be characterized as semantic clone detection engines, but we avoid this terminology in this paper, since it seems counter-intuitive to refer to two algorithmically different implementations of a functional abstraction as clones. Instead, we only refer to type-1 and type-2 clones, according to the aforementioned taxonomy, as clones.

2.3. Large-scale software analysis platforms

Ensuring that the components returned in a code search implement the sought after functionality is obviously a critical evaluation criterion for practitioners. Nonetheless, numerous other factors can impact the relevance of search outcomes. These range from straightforward, size-oriented code metrics like cyclomatic complexity (e.g., McCabe (1976)) to more intricate measures such as the similarity of code duplicates. As these metrics can be fairly hard to measure, a CSE must be able to execute advanced analytical algorithms on a massive scale, akin to the realm of big data. Furthermore, users should be empowered to specify new relevance criteria by describing novel analytical algorithms in an abstract manner, without the need for significant manual coding effort. The current generation of CSEs only provides limited support for high-level relevance criteria and does not give users the ability to define new metrics in an abstract fashion. However, platforms in the emerging field of large-scale software analysis, such as the Boa platform described in Dyer et al. (2015), focus on delivering this capability.

The central objective of the Boa platform is to assemble an extensive, ultra-large repository of software components and make them analyzable in an abstract (i.e., syntax-based) manner using a dedicated, high-level, domain-specific language. While Boa was not explicitly developed to support interface-based and test-driven code search, it does allow for keyword-based queries based on the abstract syntax of code.
elements. Furthermore, as demonstrated by QuaBoa in Diamantopoulos et al. (2016), the platform’s analytical capabilities can be harnessed to formulate advanced, reuse-oriented relevance ranking schemas.

Similarly, SourcererCC, an extension of the Sourcerer platform described in Sajnani et al. (2016), facilitates syntactic code clone detection on a massive scale. Nevertheless, a notable drawback of these large-scale analysis engines is their inability to accommodate dynamic (i.e., execution-based) algorithms and metrics.

3. LASSO — User perspective

This section provides a new user-oriented (i.e., black box) overview of the Large-Scale Software Observatorium (LASSO) which has been specifically designed to address the limitations discussed in Section 1. Further details about the LASSO platform can be found in Kessel (2023). LASSO offers a wide range of (automated) general-purpose analysis services to support two primary objectives: (a) the development of novel, or enhanced, solutions to specific software engineering challenges, such as diversity-driven test generation (Kessel and Atkinson, 2019, 2022), and automated curation of executable live data sets (Kessel and Atkinson, 2019a), and (b) the performance of behavior-based, software engineering experiments (Kessel and Atkinson, 2024), such as studies on functional equivalence in behavior sampling (Kessel and Atkinson, 2019b). What sets LASSO apart from other (ultra) large-scale software analysis platforms like BoA (Dyer et al., 2013, 2015) is its unification of dynamic analysis services with static, syntax-based services at an (ultra) large scale.

LASSO’s ability to select and compare software through large-scale behavior sampling means that it has the basic mechanisms needed for classic TDS. However, the languages and data structures supported by the platform can also support a much richer set of code search use cases geared toward software component reuse. In this regard, the three main features of LASSO are —

- **Executable Corpus**: reuse candidates can be harvested from LASSO’s single, underlying, executable corpus that offers a systematic repository model to incorporate a variety of data sources,
- **Component Processing Pipelines**: customized code search strategies supporting rich combinations of reuse criteria can be defined as pipeline scripts that serve as executable code search descriptions as well as reusable templates to analyze and measure reuse candidates,
- **Software Analytics**: LASSO’s specialized data structures can be used to support offline software analytics that can guide the decision-making process in reuse (i.e., to apply and enforce reuse criteria).

In all search use cases, a search engine’s job is to find and return concrete items of a particular kind that the user (usually) does not yet have, but is able to imagine and describe. In the case of mainstream Internet search engines, when users are searching for information about a certain topic, they imagine the perfect document with exactly the right information they are looking for, and provide “a brief description” of that document in the form of a textual query. The search engine then finds and returns concrete documents that match the imagined perfect document, ranking them according to how well they match. In the case of a CSE, when users are searching for a certain “concrete piece of software”, they imagine the “perfect piece of software” that delivers exactly the right behavior and provide a “brief description” in a certain form. The CSE then finds and returns “concrete pieces of software” that match the imagined “perfect piece of software”, ranking them according to how well they match.

In order to provide intuitive ways of referring to these concepts, LASSO uses the following terminology. A “concrete piece of software” is referred to as a “software component”, or just component for short, because the vast majority of code searches focus on parts of a system, not fully fledged systems in their own right. In Java, which is the language currently supported by LASSO, components are composed of one or more interfaces and/or classes. The imagined “perfect piece of software”, on the other hand, is referred to as a “functional abstraction” (loosely similar to a “coding problem” Chen et al., 2021) in order to emphasize that it is abstract and not necessarily incarnated in a concrete form. Since LASSO aims to be aware of true behavior as well as syntactic form, conceptually a functional abstraction is not only characterized by its name and its interface (i.e., method signatures), as is the case in syntax-based CSEs, but also by its “behavior”. Conceptually, the behavior of a functional abstraction is characterized by all possible “actuations” (i.e., stimulus–response pairs) through which the functional abstraction can be invoked. Finally, the “brief description” in the context of a behavior-aware CSE has to encompass a syntactic characterization of the functional abstraction’s interface as well as a semantic characterization of its behavior – that is, a “behavioral sample” in the form of a set of test cases.

Using this terminology, the job of a CSE can be characterized as returning a set of software components that “implement” the functional abstraction sought after by the user, described as a syntactic interface specification and a set of test cases. A software component is said to “implement” a functional abstraction if its behavior (i.e., set of actuations) subsumes the behavior (i.e., set of actuations) of the functional abstraction. In practice, LASSO supports functional abstractions that range from a single (often stateless) method, as in coding problems that require utility/auxiliary functionality (Lazzarini Lemos et al., 2009) (e.g., a method sorting an array), to stateful abstractions (e.g., a que data structure realized as a class comprising methods characteristic for its behavior).

3.1. Executable software corpus

The creation and maintenance (i.e., curation) of executable software corpora has traditionally been performed by hand (Allamanis et al., 2018; Palsberg and Lopes, 2018) which is tedious and extremely time-consuming. This has historically been the “Achilles’ heel” of behavior sampling approaches, since it impedes their practical application at a large scale. To reduce this impediment, therefore, it is necessary to automate the creation of executable software corpora to the greatest extent possible. Ideally, an executable corpus should contain a large number of diverse, non-trivial, up-to-date, real-world software components to boost reuse opportunities (Do et al., 2005; Wohlin et al., 2012; Terra et al., 2013; Barr et al., 2015; Dietrich et al., 2017; Martins et al., 2018a).

LASSO addresses this problem by taking advantage of the modern build automation ecosystem provided by Maven (The Apache Software Foundation, 2022b) which is widely used by industry practitioners. More specifically, it automatically synthesizes build scripts for software projects to increase the likelihood that the software components in a corpus will be executable.

The corpus can be constructed from a variety of data sources. LASSO’s current corpus has been constructed from a vast assortment of Java software components obtained from Maven Central (Sonatype, 2022) and various other prominent software engineering repositories such as SF110 (Fraser and Arcuri, 2014). The underlying repository model allows for the integration of additional repositories, including commercial ones, to leverage reuse opportunities in as many contexts as possible.

3.2. Component processing pipelines

LASSO gives users control of search pipelines by enabling them to write scripts to access, manipulate and analyze software components from the aforementioned executable corpus. This is achieved using the LASSO Scripting Language (LSL). LSL allows adaptable search strategies and reuse criteria to be defined as component pipelines which
serve as templates that can be reused. Using LSL, users can create comprehensive analysis pipelines that incorporate multiple actions to effectively analyze software components extracted from LASSO’s corpus as demonstrated in Fig. 1. Typical pipeline elements involve actions to

1. retrieve software component candidates that exhibit certain syntactic characteristics from the corpus (LASSO Query Language),
2. specify tests to stimulate the selected component candidates using a specially designed language (Sequence Sheet Notation),
3. execute the specified tests on the selected component candidates in an “arena”, and store the resulting actuations in a specially tailored data structure (Stimulus Response Matrices),
4. enrich the data structure with additional software metrics for filtering and analysis purposes (Software Measurement and Analysis),
5. process the collected data in a multidimensional data structure using mainstream data analytics platforms (Software Analytics).

We give an overview of each of these elements in the subsequent subsections.

3.2.1. LASSO Query Language (LQL)

To be efficient, TDS approaches usually retrieve an initial set of component candidates using a low precision, but fast algorithm to keep the number of components to be tested manageable. To this end, LASSO supports the NLP-based, “full-text” selection of software components through keyword, phrase and filter queries. Basic keyword searches and filtering techniques are applied in this preliminary step to retrieve software components from LASSO’s corpus that appear to have the desired behavior based on their static properties such as identifier names and comments.

An advanced form of full-text search, which also takes the interfaces of functional abstractions into account, is IDS (cf. Section 2.1). This exploits the fact that functional abstractions with similar functional behavior often have similar interfaces (De Paula et al., 2016; Kessel and Atkinson, 2019b). In LASSO, interface-based queries are defined using the LASSO Query Language, LQL, which offers a simple, UML-like syntax inspired by Hummel’s MQL (Hummel, 2008) to describe the interface of a functional abstraction by its name and method signatures, including input and output parameters. For example, in LQL, a query for a method implementing the Base64 url-safe encoding abstraction would have the form —

```java
Base64 {
    encodeUrlSafe(byte[]) -> String
}
```

Likewise, the interface of a FIFO queue data abstraction may be specified as follows —

```java
Queue {
    enqueue(Object) -> boolean
    dequeue() -> Object
    peek() -> Object
    size() -> int
}
```

Interface descriptions in LQL can be augmented with additional filters to limit the number of software components of interest. These filters cover a range of diverse filtering criteria including metrics and API-related criteria (e.g., a queue has to implement the java.util.Collection interface).

3.2.2. Sequence sheets

There are two key steps involved in the dynamic analysis of software components based on their run-time behavior — creating executable descriptions of how to stimulate (i.e., test) the components and recording how the components respond to these stimuli. Together, these constitute recorded actuations of the components.

As previously discussed in Section 1, current approaches for test definition often struggle to effectively link these two aspects. Many test definition methods rely on annotating code with assertions that specify the expected return values of software components at specific points in the code (e.g., unit testing frameworks such as JUnit (2022)). However, because test methods can leverage the full flexibility of structured programming, the exact sequence of component method invocations during testing is often unknown until run-time. Furthermore, the actual responses of the components to the stimuli are typically not recorded unless an assertion fails and an informative feedback message or report is generated, indicating a discrepancy between the expected and actual response. Testers can usually only obtain information about the actual responses of the system under test through manual debugging activities, for example using an IDE’s debugger or monitoring code execution.

These approaches, therefore, significantly limit the analyzability of the behavior of software components in reuse tasks. Moreover, given the frequent “many-objective” goals of practitioners (e.g., code quality attributes and functional sufficiency Kessel and Atkinson, 2016), they often miss interesting software component candidates. In general, having full actuation records available allows practitioners to make more informed decisions.

To tackle this issue, LASSO introduces a unified approach for specifying sequences of stimuli for software components and documenting their corresponding responses, in the form of a new Sequence Sheet Notation (SSN). Unlike fully-fledged programming languages such as Java, SSN does not include control flow constructs such as loops or conditional statements, which means that it is not Turing-complete. However, this limitation is typically not an issue when writing tests (cf. Ammann and Offutt (2016)), as each potential (reachable) test path written in a Turing-complete programming language like Java can be expressed as an individual uni-path test in SSN. This approach offers the benefit that the precise method invocation sequences are known in

---

Fig. 1. LASSO - High-level overview of concepts.
advance, and allows for the recording of responses alongside the stimuli that triggered them.

Like normal methods in object-oriented programming languages, sequence sheets have two essential parts, and can thus be viewed from two perspectives: (1) the body (or white-box perspective) contains the individual invocations of the subject software component(s) that occur when the sheet is executed, and (2) the signature (or black-box perspective) comprises the test sheet’s name and any required parameters or returned values that are passed when it is executed.

There are two types of sequence sheets: stimulus sequence sheets and actuation sequence sheets. The difference is that stimulus sequence sheets only define the invocations to be made on the software component under test when the sheet is executed (i.e., they specify a sequence of statements ready for execution), while actuation sequence sheets provide full information about the stimuli and responses. Actuation sheets therefore augment the invocation details in a stimulus sheets with response records.

Fig. 2 shows an example of both kinds of sheets, displayed in spreadsheet form, for the FIFO Queue example. The left-hand side shows a stimulus sequence sheet that can be applied to a Queue, identified as a formal input parameter. The right-hand side shows a corresponding actuation sequence sheet which is generated by executing the stimulus sheet on a concrete Queue which is passed as the actual parameter of an invocation of the sequence sheet. The signature of the actuation sheet shows that, in this case, the concrete implementation is QueueImp.

In greater detail, the top left-hand side of the figure identifies the name of the abstraction, Queue, as well its signature represented in LQL notation. The bottom left-hand side of the figure shows the signature and body of the parameterized stimulus sequence sheet for exercising a queue’s methods. The signature gives the name of the sheet, testQueueElements, and indicates that it receives one parameter, p1 which is a Queue (i.e., the component under test).

The rows of a sequence sheet represent invocations of methods of the component under test, including the input parameters. Actuation sheets also show the executed component’s response (i.e., output parameters). One of the columns of a sequence sheet identifies the name of the method that is called in each invocation, in the case of Fig. 2 this is column B. The columns to the right of column B (i.e., C and D) contain the input parameters to each invocation, while the column to the left of B (i.e., A) shows the output parameters or responses from the invoked component. In the case of the stimulus sheet on the left, there are no output values shown, while in the case of the actuation sheet on the right, the actual responses from the executed queue class implementation are shown. In general, there is no limit to the number of output parameters a sequence sheet can handle. However, when dealing with software components written in mainstream object-oriented languages like Java, only one output column is required.

The input parameter of the first invocation in a sequence sheet serves to pass the component under test to the sequence sheet, as indicated by the cell reference in the sequence sheet (i.e., A1). The create method is a special “pseudo” method whose execution generates an instance of the component under test. This abstract approach is employed to initialize the subject component, since obtaining an instance of a class in the conventional manner (e.g., using the new keyword in Java) is not always feasible, especially when dealing with a large set of diverse components that necessitate the creation of adapters to overcome interface mismatches (see Section 4.2.3).

Note that method invocations in a sequence sheet are not restricted solely to the component(s) being tested. They can also include invocations to methods of other objects. This allows for more intricate test scenarios, such as those involving complex test data providers and helper functionality, which are commonly used in unit testing practices.

3.2.3. Stimulus Responses Matrices (SRMs)

Sequence sheets are primarily designed for describing individual tests conducted on individual software components. To extend this capability to encompass the description of multiple tests on multiple components (i.e., to automate the mass testing of software component candidates), LASSO introduces a new data structure known as the Stimulus Response Matrix (SRM). Essentially, an SRM contains multiple actuation sheets, each corresponding to the invocation of multiple stimulation sheets targeting various implementations of the functional abstraction under investigation. In typical code search scenarios, it is assumed that all tests (i.e., stimulation sheets) and all implementations adhere to, or support, the same functional abstraction. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the columns within the SRM represent the different components being tested, while the rows represent the different tests.

This illustration highlights the fact that SRMs can be viewed from two perspectives – a black box perspective and a white box perspective. Each cell, row Tj and column Qj, for instance, corresponds to the implementation of another software component.
application of the stimulation sheet for test instance $T_j$ to the component implementation for column $Q_j$. In the black box perspective, only the signatures of each invocation are displayed, whereas in the white box perspective the whole actuation sheet is shown. An SRM thus offers an organized and cohesive data structure for archiving and navigating all stimuli, responses, and measurements related to multiple tests of multiple component implementations, enabling comparisons of their behaviors. Furthermore, this structure can also accommodate additional types of data (i.e., observational records) beyond those pertaining to functional behavior (e.g., dynamic metrics).

The distinction between stimulus and actuation sequence sheets is also reflected in the two types of matrices associated with these sheets – **Stimulation Matrices (SMs)** for stimulus sequence sheets, and **Stimulation Response Matrices (SRMs)** for actuation sequence sheets. In essence, as illustrated in Fig. 3, SRMs are systematically organized collections of actuation sheets, and thus may also be referred to as **actuation matrices**. Similarly, **Stimulation Matrices (SMs)** are systematically organized ensembles of stimulus sheets that define what stimulations must be applied to the alternative component implementations.

The so-called **arena** is the actual test-driver that populates SMs in LASSO (see Fig. 1) and applies the stimulations to the implementations to obtain an SRM. Users can then explore and navigate SRMs to analyze and compare the observed behaviors of the components.

### 3.2.4. LASSO Scripting Language (LSL)

The glue that allows all the aforementioned ingredients to be simply and effectively used together is the **LASSO Scripting Language (LSL)**. LSL is a domain-specific extension of the Groovy programming language [The Apache Software Foundation, 2022d] running on the Java Virtual Machine, and allows users to have a unified view of an entire data collection and analysis pipeline in LASSO. This is achieved by means of reusable and composable actions that represent high-level, abstract steps in an analysis pipeline. As well as the basic data structures supported by Groovy, LSL actions can create and manipulate the set of data structures which include SMs, SRMs and sequence sheets described in the previous subsections.

Given that LSL analysis pipelines draw inspiration from the data-flow programming paradigm [Johnston et al., 2004], an LSL script illustrates the progression of data (i.e., data is held by functional abstraction data containers) as a sequence of actions. In our context, data moving from one action to the next is typically represented in the format of SRMs. Each action functions as an analytical step capable of manipulating the data in the flow, but creates data that cannot be altered by subsequent actions (i.e., immutable). Copies of this data are provided to other actions, allowing pipelines to safely pause and resume their processing without interference from previous or concurrent tasks. Additionally, this enables future scripts to access and utilize the generated information at each step.

Although there is no strict classification system for action types within LSL, they generally fall into two categories: (1) those that focus on creating stimulation matrices for input to the arena, usually involving code retrieval and filtering steps, and (2) actions that are concerned with generating, augmenting and analyzing SRMs. Actions can be combined and nested in any way, and may either create or consume data structures. The **Records** data abstraction provides an abstract representation of the kinds of information stored by LASSO when an SRM is generated, such as responses, execution traces, dynamic metrics etc. As can be seen in the diagram, an SRM contains multiple Records, one associated with each cell. The **Environment** and **Scope** data structures essentially store information about the conditions under which the software components are executed (i.e., execution profile) and criteria used to determine what code is part of the code units of the component and what code is external for the purpose of calculating metrics.

Listing 1 shows a simple TDS example of an LSL script that defines a pipeline for selecting and analyzing implementations of the **Queue** abstraction introduced above. Approximately the first two thirds of the script (up to and including Line 33) are concerned with preparing the ingredients for submission to the arena as an SM (through the text-based selection of components in the select action and the definition of the stimulus sheet in the filter action), while the final third is responsible for executing the SM and conducting a script-driven analysis of the results stored in the output SRM returned by the arena.

The first line of the script identifies the executable corpus from which the candidates should be retrieved (here a recent snapshot of the Maven Central repository). The second line then uses LQL to define the text-based search query for an interface-driven code search of the kind defined previously. The next line then declares a study block that represents the pipeline of analysis steps in terms of actions. To begin, the first action **select** (starting at Line 8) conducts an interface-driven
Listing 1: Simple LSL pipeline script - test-driven selection for Queue implementations

tableSource 'mavenCentral2023'
def interfaceSpec = 'Queue {
        enqueue(Object) -> boolean
        enqueue() -> Object
        peek() -> Object
        size() -> int
    }'
study(name='Queue-TDS') {
    action(name='select', type='Select') {
        abstraction('Queue') { // interface-driven code search
            queryForClasses interfaceSpec
            rows = 10
            excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
        }
    }
    action(name='filter', type='ArenaExecute') {
        rows 1, 'size', 'A1' }
    }
    action(name='select', type='Select') {
        abstraction('Queue') { // interface-driven code search
            queryForClasses interfaceSpec
            rows = 10
            excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
        }
    }
    action(name='filter', type='ArenaExecute') {
        rows 1, 'size', 'A1' }
    }
    whenAbstractionsReady() {
        def expectedBehaviour = toOracle(srm(abstraction:
            Queue).systems.equalTo(expectedBehaviour)
        )
        // returns a filtered SRM
        def matchesSrm = srm(abstraction: queue)
        .systems // select all systems
        .equalTo(expectedBehaviour) //
        .funcallyEquivalent
        // continue pipeline with matched systems only
        queue.systems = matchesSrm.systems
    }
}

3.3. Advanced software analytics

In general, LSL pipelines of the kind discussed above describe the actions performed at execution (i.e., observation) time, while the dynamic and static data is being collected. LSL provides a range of actions that can be used to analyze the data online during the pipeline’s execution, which we refer to as script-driven analysis.

The key difference to existing test definition approaches, however, is that SRM data is populated by the arena not only contain all the records necessary to conduct complex comparisons of component behaviors, they can also be serialized and analyzed in a sophisticated data-driven manner. This opens up the possibility of shifting from the traditional online, run-time analysis and comparison of software components performed by unit testing frameworks to offline analysis and comparison processes. This allows for more flexible decision-making in the reuse process, since judgments about functional equivalence or similarity can be postponed to a later phase (even outside the platform’s context).

Existing test-driven code search engines, in contrast, typically apply strict matching criteria (i.e., all tests need to pass) and have a non-transparent matching process which gives users no feedback about their responses and hence no control over the applied matching criteria.

LASSO allows the recorded SRM data to be exported in popular data formats like data frames (i.e., tabular representations) for deeper, offline analysis using the full power of mainstream data analytics platforms. Since observational records are stored centrally in a database, they persist the results obtained by LSL script executions. Users can then connect to the database in the range of ways commonly available today (e.g., JDBC access), or export CSV files and other common storage formats like Parquet.

4. LASSO - Architecture and implementation perspective

This section delves deeper into how the concepts and features introduced in the previous section are implemented with a focus on how they facilitate search and analysis capabilities. It therefore provides a white-box perspective on the LASSO platform with a new focus on how it implements the aforementioned LASSO TDS service.

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the platform’s distributed architecture and its core components. The platform was developed using Java and utilizes Apache Ignite’s clustering solution (The Apache Software Foundation, 2022a) to provide a distributed database management system and computations for high-performance computing.

4.1. Curating a corpus of executable software

LASSO is designed to facilitate the mass retrieval, execution and observation of Java software components. The classes and interfaces comprising the components are obtained from various data sources and integrated into the executable corpus through a systematic curation process. This process is supported by a practical repository layout and storage model inspired by the Maven ecosystem. Internally, the platform utilizes Maven’s “Project Object Model” (known as POM) to
generate build scripts for the acquired Java compilation units, with the goal of rendering them executable. This approach allows Java projects containing diverse types and structures to be transformed into the platform’s supported format. Additionally, when new data sources are incorporated into the executable corpus, the Java modules they contain undergo static analysis to construct a searchable, full-text index of the code components. This index facilitates text-based code searches, including interface-driven searches, using Solr/Lucene (The Apache Software Foundation, 2022c).

Table 1 presents some basic statistics about the primary source of executable data for LASSO which is Maven Central. At present, this corpus encompasses a total of 184,464 indexed Maven artifacts, 8,884,430 indexed Java compilation units (stored as class documents), and 75,335,199 indexed Java methods (specifically, non-abstract methods stored as method documents). These statistics distinguish between the overall count and the number of unique entities stored in the index. The uniqueness criterion is determined by a straightforward comparison of string hashes (MD5 hashes) of class and method bodies. The (physical) size of the index of this data source is about 440 GB. It is important to note that in large repositories like Maven Central, identical code clones are common occurrences (cf. Lopes et al. (2017)). They often result from historical copy-and-paste reuse (Sim and Gallardo-Valencia, 2015), the creation of comprehensive artifacts that integrate third-party dependencies, or multiple releases and variations.

4.2. Interface-driven code search

An essential part of any TDS technology is the pre-retrieval of a preliminary set of implementation candidates that appear to exhibit the desired behavior, otherwise the execution overhead would be unmanageable (i.e., testing the entire corpus in the worst case). This can be achieved through various NLP-based textual retrieval methods, but the most effective method is to retrieve candidates based on their exposed interface(s) using IDS. However, the effectiveness of IDS searches is often limited due to signature mismatches caused by variations in naming choices made by developers or differences in the position and types used for parameters. This issue, partially related to the vocabulary mismatch problem (Furnas et al., 1987), can lead to low recall. To address this challenge and improve signature matches, LASSO employs several optimization techniques such as fuzzy matching, word similarity and type expansions techniques. These strategies help to identify similar signatures despite variations in naming conventions or parameter types used by developers.

As explained in the previous section, an interface signature in LQL comprises identifier and type information. Therefore, IDS utilizes one or both of these elements for matching purposes. The primary objective is to prioritize matches that meet both identifier and type criteria first, followed by further relaxing the restrictions on identifiers and types. This is based on the assumption that components closely matching the identifiers are more likely to deliver the desired functionality. In contrast, pure behavior sampling methods do not rely on specific identifiers but rather focus on type information. As such, they remain unbiased by exact identifiers and only consider types. This essentially leads to a reformulation of the interface mismatch problem to a prioritization (or optimization) problem where the candidates that “appear to” exhibit the desired behavior are placed earlier in the result list, and hence are tested first in behavior sampling (i.e., test execution) step.

We address this problem by applying the following optimization techniques to prioritize components with interface signatures that appear to closely match the desired behavior —

- tokenizing identifiers and types (i.e., word stemming etc.),
- maintaining different combinations of signature representations (cf. Hummel (2008)),
- expanding signature identifiers with similar identifiers,
- expanding signature type information based on type hierarchy and relaxation.
The first two optimization techniques can only be applied when the index is first created, but the second two can be applied both at index creation time and during the execution of a specific search (i.e., at query time). The last optimization technique seeks to (a) establish compatible types using type hierarchy analysis, and (b) if feasible, convert types to compatible ones (for instance, changing `INT` to `LONG`).

### 4.2.1. Interface representation

The initial step involves tokenizing the interface signatures obtained from components during the indexing process and from functional abstractions (i.e., interfaces represented in LQL) during query processing. This tokenization process includes breaking down identifiers and types in accordance with the standard naming conventions of the programming language, which involve using upper and lower camel case for class and method names, respectively.

There are two reasons for keeping various variations of signature representations. The first is rooted in the concept of addressing common signature mismatches using a set of rules or guidelines. These rules encompass scenarios related to parameter order, how type names are represented (whether fully-qualified like `java.lang.String` or simpler like `String`), and also include representations with differing levels of detail (for example, excluding identifiers). The second reason is to provide a range of query options and capabilities to design a fallback strategy to further improve recall.

### 4.2.2. Query formulation and expansion

Recall that LQL is used to query the corpus’ index in an IDS. LQL is based on an ANTLR4 grammar that is used to parse the interface signature into a tree structure which is then used for translation into appropriate SOLR subqueries. Several subqueries are constructed which target different variants of the signature as defined by the representations discussed before. Basically, all those signature-related subqueries are weighted according to their importance, from complete and exact, to incomplete and similar, and are combined in order to form a fallback strategy that aims to improve the recall of components.

We apply two additional query expansion techniques (Carpineto and Romano, 2012) to further improve recall in IDSs by augmenting the constructed query with additional subqueries of lower importance (i.e., lower weight). Firstly, we expand the search space of method identifiers by taking advantage of word embeddings, an NLP technique that represents words as number vectors and allows their semantic and syntactic properties to be identified including their co-occurrence to measure word similarity. We take advantage of word embeddings by querying the `cos2vec` model trained by Alon et al. (2019) for method names. Note that in this case we obtain similar words for an identifier based on the entire method identifier (no splitting).

Secondly, we allow for the expansion of signature types by including any compatible or convertible types found in their hierarchical (object-oriented) structure (i.e., super types) or through a predetermined list of convertible types (e.g., `String` to `byte[]`). Overall, with regard to query construction, the objective is to exactly match signature types first, then to relax the matching strictness while allowing for some flexibility with identifier matching.

### 4.2.3. Adapter synthesis

Using the previously described method, the goal is to maximize the inclusion of components by loosening the criteria for matching interface signatures. It is crucial to emphasize that this approach identifies components whose interface signatures are theoretically compatible but require additional work to make them callable by the stimulus sheets that assume the concrete interface signature of the functional abstraction being sought. To make the initial set of textually retrieved components callable by the sequence sheets, it is necessary to synthesize adapters that effectively delegate the stimuli to the actual interface of the component being tested.

Tackling the problem of interface mismatches through automated adapter synthesis is a challenging endeavor. The run-time adaptation of components is performed in the arena test-driver, which executes SMs and produces SRMs, using Java’s meta-programming reflection feature (Li et al., 2019; Lilis and Savidis, 2019). The adaptation mechanism employed in the arena follows a similar idea to the aforementioned technique for retrieving components textually. Since the adaptation problem essentially suffers from a combinatorial explosion of its search space, it has to be treated as an optimization problem. The search space of possible adaptations is mostly influenced by the number of methods possessed by a component, their input parameters as well as their type compatibility. When attempting to match a certain configuration of methods to a functional abstraction, many different permutations of methods and their parameters often need to be tried to find a perfect match. Early approaches such as the brute-force approach used in Merobase (Hummel, 2008) are highly inefficient, since they simply test all combinations until a match is found.

We apply a more systematic and goal-oriented strategy to prioritize combinations of methods that are likely to yield a match. The prioritization scheme is based on the idea of improving adaptation performance by selecting method permutations to execute using the following information —

- type hierarchy of each method parameter (input/output) by walking up the inheritance hierarchy of a type to find assignable types up to the root type,
- primitive (wrapper) type casting and relaxation,
- switching parameter type positions,
- looking up inherited methods of matched classes (overridden methods in subtypes are favored),
- ranking method permutations based on a prioritization schema that weights matches based on closeness.

Our priority scheme for prioritizing method permutations is based on type closeness, location of the matched method in the inheritance hierarchy of the current class and, optionally, naming conventions. We use a loose weighting approach to compute the ranks of method permutations similar to that used by Wang et al. (2016). The adaptation technique employed also offers the possibility of defining new adaptation operators which are basically categorized into producer and method operators. While producer operators have the responsibility of obtaining an instance of a Java class (e.g., constructors or factory methods), method operators realize more advanced strategies to adapt and invoke methods (e.g., converting types like `string` into `byte array`). For space reasons, in this paper it is not possible to provide a complete list of the operators provided by the platform. A complete list can be found in Kessel (2023).

### 4.3. Workflow engine

The core of the platform is the workflow engine which oversees the management of script pipelines and the delegation of tasks to other platform components (see Fig. 4). The scripting engine plays a crucial role in parsing and interpreting LSL scripts, while the workspace manager handles the provisioning and loading of work spaces for script executions. The data source manager serves as both the point of integration for new data sources for the executable corpus and the manager for data sources configured in LSL script executions.

Similarly, the action manager serves as a repository for the available reusable actions and manages their status. These actions are designed to interface with external tools and research techniques, allowing them to be employed within LSL scripts for specific analyses and comparisons. Consequently, users and integrators have the ability to develop and share custom actions tailored to their specific tools and techniques.
4.3.1. Script execution

LSL scripts are executed in a distributed manner. When an LSL script is submitted to LASSO, the manager node employs a partitioning strategy with the objective of establishing a distributed execution plan. This plan assigns actions and selected components to a group of available worker nodes within the cluster, based on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) which are extracted from LSL pipelines. Currently, the default partitioning strategy generates blocks of components in a round-robin fashion, and these buckets are subsequently allocated to worker nodes. Each worker node then carries out the entire LSL action on one of these blocks of components. The manager node ensures consistency by consolidating the results and state once all worker nodes have completed their actions. This is achieved through shared state management via an in-memory data grid and a distributed file system.

4.3.2. Arena execution and observation

Software components are primarily executed in the arena component of the platform. The primary function of the arena is to create instances of the stimulus sheets from the input SMs on the components and then run them in order to produce SRMs. It handles all the heavy lifting by retrieving all the necessary (Maven) artifacts for the components, loading required classes using a dedicated, isolated (Java) “Classloader” that can be instrumented for additional analyses (e.g., dynamic metrics such as code coverage measurement), and eventually attempting to execute the adapted variants of the components (cf. Section 4.2.3).

Once all tests have been executed on all computed adapters (i.e., based on a certain setting), the results are directly written into the distributed database of the platform. The observational records obtained (i.e., observed responses and additional measurement records) can be analyzed further either in a script-driven or data-driven, offline way.

The execution of SMs is split into manageable batches that are distributed among computing nodes in the cluster, allowing both vertical and horizontal scaling. Each computing node runs an instance of the arena test-driver, enabling multi-threading to run multiple components in parallel.

4.3.3. Sandboxing and extensibility

Running foreign software components from large repositories on local machines can be risky and may have undesired consequences, including malicious behavior (e.g., Fraser and Arcuri (2014)). To prevent this, LASSO isolates the execution of actions and components within secure sandbox environments which are realized using DOCKER containerization. These not only provide fine-grained control over resource allocation and permissions, but also allow users to specify their target (reuse) execution environments (e.g., specific Java version).

Containerization also serves as an extension point for the platform. It enables third parties to create custom environments that contain certain tools and techniques to be used for specialized kinds of analysis. More generally, since LASSO is designed as a general-purpose platform that allows the creation of new and customized analysis services, new tools and techniques can be integrated via its action model (i.e., using the LASSO Action API). Note that the platform already integrates a couple of actions to offer various code analysis options as demonstrated by LASSO’s TDS service in the next section.

5. LASSO TDS

As discussed above, the biggest user feature distinguishing LASSO from first generation CSEs is LSL which allows users to (a) quickly and concisely write their own code search algorithms (and algorithms for many other applications as well), and (b) customize basically every aspect of the search process, including the (data) source of the components, the clone removal criteria, the syntactic matching criteria and the behavioral (a.k.a., semantic) matching criteria. From this perspective, we believe that LASSO can be regarded as a second generation CSE (among other things).

However, for users who want to customize the details of their search processes, learning how to use LSL and write effective workflow scripts is a non-trivial task. There is therefore still a big call for “traditional” query-based search services that allow users to define the functional abstractions they are looking for in a much simpler, declarative way. Although LASSO incorporates all traditional CSE capabilities as LSL actions for the purpose of defining new services, these can only be invoked using LSL. Therefore, in this section we show how LSL can be used to efficiently implement a “classic” test-driven search service, with a corresponding “classic” web interface, but with the extra precision, recall and performance afforded by LASSO’s technology. This service, which we refer to as LASSO TDS, has three main purposes —

- to demonstrate the flexibility and power of LSL as a language for defining new services on top of LASSO’s built-in features,
- to create an online, state-of-the-art TDS service that not only goes beyond the capabilities of the first generation of TDS engines, but also beyond the TDS capabilities currently built into LASSO. This is because it includes a sophisticated way of “relaxing” the matching criteria to increase recall, as explained below.
- it allows the advantages of LASSO to be compared to a known “comparison point” for CSEs which is the traditional implementation of classic TDS services. Although, at the time of writing, all the first generation TDS engines have been deprecated and are no longer accessible, their fundamental implementation strategies are well known and can be used for comparison. LASSO TDS therefore provides the basis for the study in Section 6.

5.1. Strict test-driven search

Listing 2 (Appendix) demonstrates how LSL can be used as a dynamic query language to design a strict TDS service using the queue abstraction as a running example. While this pipeline shares similarities with Listing 1 (i.e., using IDS for text-based selection and behavior-based filtering based on functional equivalence to make the final selection), it also includes two additional actions to filter out component candidates based on the presence of code duplicates and to rank candidates according to their relevance to user-supplied preferences.

First, a set of component candidates is textually retrieved using IDS (cf. Section 4.2). The first block demonstrates an additional filter that rejects candidates that have a cyclomatic complexity less than 2. The next action, rejectClones, then rejects type-2 code clones using the Nicad code clone detection tool that is integrated into the platform (Cordy and Roy, 2011). The rejection of clones serves to increase the diversity of the set of component candidates returned by IDS, and thus demonstrates how such a custom reuse criterion frequently desired by users can be explicitly enforced in LSL. The state after each action is also saved to further increase the overall transparency of the search process (i.e., to explore which candidates were rejected).

As explained earlier, the arena test filter goes one step further by allowing users to specify stimulus sheets to improve the precision (i.e., relevance) of the candidate set based on their exhibited behaviors. This version of the TDS service is referred to as “strict” because if a response provided by a candidate does not match the expected response (i.e., output values), according to Java type matching rules, it is rejected. Each analysis step in the pipeline may produce aggregated measures (i.e., observational records as part of SRMs) that can be used to rank the accepted components based on user preferences. An ideal ranking places the components that best match the requirements at the top. Ranking in this example is demonstrated by the integration of the SOCORA approach (Kessel and Atkinson, 2016) which provides non-dominated sorting based on multiple criteria and can be used as an alternative to simple LSL actions that involve imperative sorting on certain attributes. Note that by default candidates are sorted by their IDS relevance.
5.2. Relaxed test-driven search

While classic TDS processes attain a high level of precision by utilizing test filtering (which means rejecting all candidates that do not return the expected outputs), their strict rejection criteria usually reduce recall. To further improve recall over the previously described strict variant of LASSO TDS as well as LASSO’s built-in TDS capabilities accessible via LSL, LASSO TDS includes an advanced behavior-based matching algorithm. This uses LASSO’s actualization analysis capabilities to generalize the matching criteria, thereby increasing recall without compromising precision.

The concept of relaxed TDS is rooted in the idea that, beyond the candidates identified by the strict matching criteria of strict TDS, there are also variations of expected outputs that users would probably view as functionally equivalent. In a strict TDS engine, users are generally required to assume that there is only one correct set of outputs, making it nearly impossible to consider alternatives. Consider, for example, how a method signals errors when given an invalid input value, such as a null reference. Over time, developers have devised various methods for handling invalid inputs. For example, one developer might return a negative integer to indicate an error (e.g., -1), while others might return a null value or raise an exception of a specific type. If a user expects only one of these three as the correct output, although the remaining outputs still make sense semantically, the user is likely to overlook interesting software components that only differ in their approach to error handling.

The queue abstraction example provides another illustration of the potential advantages of broadening the matching criteria. In real-world scenarios, there are certain variations in how (Java) queue implementations handle their return values, and these variations may slightly differ from what a reuser might expect in terms of both method signatures and expected outputs. For instance, some queue implementations may return nothing (i.e., void type) when the enqueue or dequeue method is invoked, while others may return a boolean type or the actual enqueued or dequeued element. If the reuser is willing to expand the matching criteria to encompass outputs that do not alter the overall desired behavior, a wider range of matching components can be returned. Other examples include the specific formatting of return string values (e.g., new line or space characters may be irrelevant to the reuser), or additional features that were unexpected (e.g., the representation of a hash value in some encoding scheme). Consequently, tailoring the behavioral matching criteria to include more components can potentially provide increased recall while still maintaining precision.

The specific matching criteria are naturally determined by each individual reuser (i.e., the arbiter), and as such, they may vary from one situation to another. Overall, since the reuser is the arbiter in this case, the range of possible generalizations (i.e., allowed outputs) may be huge depending on the underlying functional abstraction.

SRMs empower reusers to create tailored matching criteria by enabling them to cluster components according to their equivalent behaviors (in terms of equivalent outputs). These clusterings can be exploited systematically to automatically recommend clusters of components with behaviors closely aligned to those defined by the reuser. Alternatively, the reuser can explore these clusters to gain a deeper understanding of the different recorded behaviors related to the desired behavior.

As previously noted, it is worth highlighting the fact that the determination of functional equivalence among software components can also be achieved offline, independently of LASSO TDS, using some external data analysis tool that examines the exported SRMs and the observational records (i.e., outputs) they contain.

5.3. Templating and frontends

As mentioned previously, once stable, LSL pipelines can be used to realize a variety of packaged code search services that can be consumed by other applications or search frontends. One way of achieving this is to prepare script templates that are instantiated with a subset of query information collected from the user (similar to popular templating engines or code templating). This script templating capability is used to deliver LASSO TDS in the form of two user-facing applications — an IDE plugin for IntelliJ (see Kessel (2023) for details) and a web-based UI that provides the classic CSE interface and offers several views to hide the details of the pipeline construction process as illustrated in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).

Fig. 5(a) illustrates how a classic TDS query is defined using the web user interface of LASSO TDS (displayed on the right-hand side). In this interface, users are presented with (1) an editor for specifying the interface of a functional abstraction, such as the queue abstraction, using LQL, and (2) an editor for creating one or more stimulus sheets (i.e., for test-driven filtering). Additionally, users can configure various settings, including extra filters, certain actions and general search and ranking parameters (e.g., rows, etc.). To provide a visual example, the generated LSL script pipeline is displayed on the right-hand side (which is hidden from the user in the UI).

Fig. 5(b) presents a sample excerpt of the results obtained from a TDS for a Queue abstraction. Each row in the result provides additional details about the matched component, including its actual interface signature, source code, observational records from the SRM, and supplementary reports generated by the platform as part of the actions executed (e.g., statistics).

6. Demonstration and evaluation

Having introduced the concepts and approach behind LASSO, and LASSO TDS in particular, in this section we provide initial experimental evidence of the effectiveness of LASSO TDS as a strict (i.e., traditional) as well as a relaxed TDS engine to support code search use cases. The data and materials used in this study are publicly available at Kessel and Atkinson (2023).

It is important to stress that it is not possible to perform a full benchmarking experiment that compares the performance of our approach to existing approaches for two reasons. The first is that there are currently no other TDS engines to compare our prototype to. As mentioned previously, the first generation of TDS engines were primarily developed in the late 2000s in research projects and at the time of writing have all been discontinued. It is therefore not possible to make any quantitative statements about our prototype’s performance relative to other technologies in terms of size, speed, precision and recall, since there are no other test-driven CSEs currently available for execution.

The second reason is that a comparison of the precision and recall quality metrics with standard, static, analysis-based approaches would require a common baseline or benchmark. In other words, it would require the underlying repositories of the search engines to be fully incorporated into LASSO’s repository to allow our algorithms to be applied to the same search space.

At present, achieving this goal is made difficult by a mix of conceptual and practical obstacles. One such obstacle is that the repositories of other CSEs are seldom shared with importability in mind, or thoroughly described, especially in terms of achieving code executability. Typically, these repositories do not prioritize or even consider code executability, making it challenging to use them for benchmarking TDS. Furthermore, individual code units may not be ideally suited for the task at hand (e.g., loose code snippets missing contextual information that hinders executability), adding to the complexity of the process.

To provide evidence that the new features and mechanisms described above do provide value and advance the state of the art, we
(a) (Left) TDS code search editor (LQL + stimulus sheets) that leads to the LSL pipeline on the right (hidden from user)

(b) Search results for a TDS of a Queue abstraction

Fig. 5. LASSO TDS - Web UI based on Templating.
adopted an alternative study design involving 20 non-trivial, real-world code search problems related to reuse. The goal of the study was twofold. The first subgoal was to demonstrate the uniqueness of the presented technology and provide evidence that the test-driven filtering step and adaptation technology improve the precision of the search results, relative to the initial text-based search (i.e., IDS). In this case, LASSO TDS is used as a strict TDS engine as described in the previous section. We refer to this approach, with strict behavioral matching criteria, as S-TDS in the remainder of this section. The second subgoal of the study was to demonstrate how the relaxed TDS approach, referred to as R-TDS in the remainder of this section, improves the levels of recall that can be achieved relative to S-TDS without compromising precision.

To this end, we attempted to match and characterize diverse, Java class implementation candidates from a recent snapshot of Maven Central (January 2023) based on several advanced criteria. In contrast to the obsolete first-generation TDS engines, the goal was to demonstrate how various features of LASSO, including IDS, stimulus sheets, adaptation and SRMs, can be used to uncover Java implementations of the chosen functional abstractions. To accomplish this, we made use of LASSO’s SRM data structure in two ways to identify functionally equivalent implementations. For S-TDS, we automatically applied behavioral matching criteria (i.e., script-driven), since the expected outputs were provided in the stimulus sheets for the search problems. In addition to the expected responses specified in S-TDS, to realize R-TDS, we analyzed LASSO’s SRM records offline, employing an external data analytics tool to manually identify groups of responses from potential implementations that align with the expected responses for our studied functional abstractions.

Finally, to gain a deeper understanding of these matched class implementations, we also measured them using dynamic metrics related to their size, specifically line and cyclomatic complexity (cf. McCabe (1976)) coverage. In the following subsections, we present the specifics of our study design.

6.1. Design

The 20 selected functional abstractions were all analyzed using the same LSL study pipeline script template similar to the one in Listing 2 (except the ranking action). Thus, the given LSL pipeline design realizing S-TDS applies the same basic reuse criteria for all abstractions. Moreover, it is important to stress that even though it prepares a final result set of candidates from a pipeline perspective, it also collects and retains all the SRM-related records in order to realize R-TDS in a data-driven manner (i.e., enable behavioral clustering analysis). In a nutshell, it combines static, textual selection based on IDS with dynamic observations about Java classes using stimulus sheets.

The search pipeline design follows a strict test-driven approach to select matching implementations for each functional abstraction. The same reuse criteria are applied consistently across all functional abstractions, with each abstraction’s interface represented using LQL and tests represented using stimulus sheets (including the expected outputs). In the following subsection, we explain the purpose and significance of each action and its crucial configuration parameters.

6.1.1. Actions

Textual selection. The first action, Select, performs a textual IDS search, which is explained in detail in Section 4.2. This process identifies Java class candidates that match the interface of the abstraction being analyzed. The top $N$ Java class candidates for each functional abstraction are then returned, ranked by their textual similarity scores. Parameter $N$ was set to 1000, a value which we empirically determined based on the data source used for the study.

To further refine the set of relevant Java class candidates (i.e., express more reuse criteria), we defined additional filters to exclude those assumed to be less important for reuse purposes. These excluded classes include other private classes (based on their visibility concept in Java), abstract classes that may not represent a concrete implementation, and classes belonging to testing facilities or internal packages (e.g., Java JDK).

Code clone detection. Since class code duplicates are usually of little value for reuse tasks, after obtaining the initial set of textual candidates, we took steps to enhance their diversity using Nicad’s code clone detection tool (version 6.2) to identify and reject any type-2 syntactic clones (i.e., clones with identical source code). Given the order in which IDS search returns class candidates, we then used this information to identify clusters of potential clone candidates. Subsequently, we removed all class clones except the one with the highest textual score. In cases where multiple candidate scores were equal, we retained the first candidate returned by the textual selection step.

Arena execution. The final action utilizes the arena test driver of the LASSO platform. This step focuses on observing and analyzing the runtime behavior of the diverse set of Java class candidates collected through the IDS step and extensive filtering as explained before. The purpose is to make these class candidates testable in order to execute the stimulus sheets on them.

In the arena action, we limited the number of software adapters computed for each class candidate to a maximum of 100 (a value empirically determined based on the complexity of the interface signatures used in the study). These adapters were then executed on the provided set of stimulus sheets. It is important to note that there may be multiple adapters for a single class candidate that exhibit the same (desired) behavior. Developers often provide various methods with similar functionality but different parameter types, or methods that delegate to other methods, for instance.

The primary objective in the context of the study was to gather SRMs for every adapter implementation so that they could also be analyzed later in an external data analytics tool as well as in the automated pipeline script. To achieve this, we collected two essential types of observational data. Firstly, we recorded the responses generated by each adapted implementation in response to the provided stimuli sheets (i.e., inputs). This allowed us to evaluate and match their exhibited behavior. Secondly, we utilized the arena’s internal measurement facility to gather information on the size of matching implementations after the adaptation process. To accomplish this, we employed JaCoCo’s code coverage measurement facility to obtain dynamic metrics related to line and branch coverage for each adapted implementation using class-level measurement scope. This provided additional information about the candidates that behaviorally match the desired functional abstraction.

LASSO’s grid execution environment was configured to utilize the most up-to-date (long-time support) version of OpenJDK 17 available on Docker Hub. This ensured that all worker machines in LASSO’s grid ran the candidates in the same controlled environment, to guarantee comparable measurements (i.e., validity of the measurements).

6.1.2. Search problems

The experiment was conducted on 20 non-trivial, real-world functional abstractions sourced from a variety of coding platforms. These abstractions were selected manually to cover various abstract data structures, mathematical operations and auxiliary functions, including popular representations of character sequences (e.g., Base64, JSON, and hashes). We defined each functional abstraction’s “typical” interface in LQL and created one or more stimulus sheets to characterize its functionality. Due to space constraints, only a summary of these 20 functional abstractions is provided in Table 2 – each abstraction’s name, a brief description of its functionality, the number of methods in its LQL interface, and an overview of the tests (i.e., stimulus sheets) defined to characterize its behavior.

Note that to streamline the study design, we applied the same approach to all 20 abstractions without attempting to incorporate custom
arguably a good estimator of how many candidates actually exhibit the TDS may not match the real ‘ground truth’ of true positives, but it is criteria, we assume that the set of true positives is approximated by as well as false positives. Further, since IDS Here we assume the clone-free set obtained through over the initial clone-free, textual result set obtained by precision, we calculated the relative improvements in the precision of and the first recall of the IDS absolute precision and recall values for the search results due to the intractability of establishing a large, comprehensive ‘ground truth’ dataset of executable software components.

6.1.3. Software analytics

Because of LASSO’s flexibility, users do not necessarily need to specify an oracle as part of their tests (i.e., predefine values in the output column of stimulus sheets) for Java classes. Instead, they can establish functional equivalence relative to a reference implementation later on. In our case, to realize R-TDS, we used the external analytics tool R to load the SRM records containing the behaviors exhibited by class/adapter combinations from LASSO’s database and calculate descriptive statistics about their complexity obtained using JaCoCo. More specifically, we clustered the actuation sheets’ responses from class candidates for each functional abstraction’s stimulus sheets. By manually inspecting these response clusters, we relaxed our matching criteria and identified one or more response clusters that matched the desired behavior in terms of the equivalence of the returned outputs.

6.1.4. Relative improvements

For the reasons mentioned above, it was not possible to calculate absolute precision and recall values for the search results due to the intractability of establishing a large, comprehensive ‘ground truth’ dataset of executable software components.

To address this challenge, we instead estimated the precision and recall of the S-TDS and R-TDS implementations relative to each other and the first IDS step. Firstly, in order to obtain useful insights into precision, we calculated the relative improvements in the precision of S-TDS over the initial clone-free, textual result set obtained by IDS. Here we assume the clone-free set obtained through IDS contains true as well as false positives. Further, since S-TDS applies strict test filtering criteria, we assume that the set of true positives is approximated by the result set obtained through S-TDS. Of course, the result set of S-TDS may not match the real ‘ground truth’ of true positives, but it is arguably a good estimator of how many candidates actually exhibit the desired behavior.

When we consider the equation for precision (where TP = true positives and FP = false positives) —

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

(1)

for both search approaches and remove common terms, we arrive at the following equation to indicate the relative improvement in precision (RIP) of S-TDS over IDS —

\[
RIP = \frac{C_{IDS}}{C_{S-TDS}}
\]

(2)

where \(C_{IDS}\) denotes the set of clone-free candidates matched by IDS, and \(C_{S-TDS}\) the set of candidates matched by S-TDS. In simpler terms, RIP quantifies how often S-TDS outperforms IDS in terms of precision. Note that R-TDS cannot enhance precision beyond what S-TDS achieves, because both of them filter out the same false positives. Consequently, comparing the relative precision improvements between S-TDS and R-TDS would not be meaningful, as the assumed set of true positives would differ in our approximations of relative improvements in precision. On the other hand, R-TDS can exclusively enhance recall compared to S-TDS, because it has the capability to accept candidates that were initially rejected or classified as false negatives (FN) by S-TDS. Put simply, R-TDS can always be viewed as an enhancement of S-TDS, either by matching the same candidate set or an expanded one.

Similar to RIP, the relative improvement in recall (RIR) of C-TDS relative S-TDS can be estimated as follows —

\[
RIR = \frac{C_{R-TDS}}{C_{S-TDS}}
\]

(3)

where \(C_{S-TDS}\) denotes the set of candidates matched by S-TDS and \(C_{R-TDS}\) the set of candidates matched by R-TDS. In simpler terms, RIR quantifies how often R-TDS outperforms S-TDS in terms of recall.

To further strengthen the validity of our approximations and results, we randomly sampled candidates from the result sets matched by the three CSE strategies and manually examined their behavior.

6.2. Results

The findings of the study were obtained using a grid of 10 nodes, each equipped with Ubuntu Linux 22.04 LTS and uniform processing capabilities, including a 12th Gen Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-12900 processor and a maximum memory capacity of 12 GB RAM. One of these nodes served as the manager node, responsible for executing the pipeline script and allocating tasks, while the remaining nine nodes

---

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Method Signs</th>
<th>Test(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>Queue data type</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>First in, first out (FIFO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FromJson</td>
<td>Parse a Map from a String representing a JSON document</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deserialize a Map (key-value pair)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolson</td>
<td>Generate a JSON document string from a Map</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Serialize a Map to JSON representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B64Encode</td>
<td>Encode characters to Base64 alphabet (require padding of characters)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Encode strings including/excluding padding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B64Decode</td>
<td>Decode characters from Base64 alphabet (requires padding of characters)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Get numerator, denominator, decimal representation (simplification allowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraction</td>
<td>A fraction (math) with numerator, denominator and decimal representation. Simplification allowed.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Require string in hexadecimal representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sha256</td>
<td>SHA256</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Setting/getting values, summing matrices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>A Matrix data structure</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Clean JavaScript alert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HtmlSanitizer</td>
<td>Clean untrusted HTML fragments</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Require values represented as Collection type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MultiMap</td>
<td>A map data structure that holds key-list value pairs.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Add elements and get counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGramDist</td>
<td>Distance measure based on ngram (bi-gram)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Test for bi-gram distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGramGen</td>
<td>Generate word-based bi-grams</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Test for generating word-based bi-grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FilenameExt</td>
<td>Extract extension from absolute path</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Test for extracting extension from absolute file path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAG</td>
<td>A directed acyclic graph</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test for outgoing edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinHeap</td>
<td>A min-heap (binary tree) data structure</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Test for minimum value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MovingAverage</td>
<td>Moving (rolling) average (statistics)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Test for change in average when new values are added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine</td>
<td>Cosine similarity of two vectors (from strings)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Test similarity measure of two strings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreeNode</td>
<td>A node in a tree</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Test for children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>Stack data type (size and empty check)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Last in, first out (LIFO)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results for 20 search problems (with max. textual = 1000, max. adapters = 100).
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Queue most searches were completed in less than 5 min and 30 s, certain blocks and distributing them in a round-robin manner.

Table 3 provides functioned as worker nodes, dedicated to running the candidate implementations (i.e., were responsible for the arena test driver execution).

The manager node assigned the arena workload evenly among the worker nodes by partitioning the candidate implementations into nine blocks and distributing them in a round-robin manner. Table 3 provides a summary of the search time for each problem studied.

The average time taken for the search was 3 min and 59 s. Although most searches were completed in less than 5 min and 30 s, certain exceptions were observed, with the Queue search problem taking the longest time, followed by the MinHeap search problem. Three basic factors contribute to extended search times: (1) the presence or absence of a candidate’s artifacts on the worker node, necessitating downloading from the corpus, (2) running into timeouts set by the platform/arena during execution, which may arise from undesirable run-time behavior due to the inputs and/or the tried adapter, and (3) the size of an abstraction’s interface, as determined by its method signatures and the number of parameters, leading to a greater number of combinations (i.e., adapters) that need to be prioritized, and a possibly longer execution time due to longer test sequences. Note that the timeouts giving rise to the second factor can also occur as part of the expected behavior. For example, a Queue implementation that employs blocking may intentionally halt the execution of the enqueue method

until it is feasible to add another element, based on the capacity of the queue (i.e., a “blocking” queue).

As well as giving the search times, Table 3 summarizes the outcomes of the matching processes for the 20 search problems. This includes the results for each functional abstraction and three corresponding analysis findings. Each column within the summary table represents a functional abstraction and the corresponding classes processed by the pipeline, while the rows in the top third of the table provide information about the number of processed and matched classes by IDS as well as adapters. The rows in the middle third of the table provide information about the behavioral clusters and matches by S-TDS and R-TDS. Finally, the rows in the bottom third of the table characterize the final classes (and adapters) matched by R-TDS based on JaCoCo’s line- and cyclomatic complexity measures for each functional abstraction.

To provide further insights into the kinds of software components retrieved, we have also included a table displaying 25 randomly sampled members of the set of class implementations retrieved for the queue abstraction in Table 4. These results were taken from the overall set of retrieved Queue implementations.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Search time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queue</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinHeap</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FilenameExt</th>
<th>Cosine</th>
<th>MinHeap</th>
<th>Bag</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>Bag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 275</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 344</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 502</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 572</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 731</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 892</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00 106</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>7.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycl</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Occasionally, transient artifact dependencies present in third-party repositories may be inaccessible, potentially leading to network timeouts.
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clusters was relatively straightforward in R-TDS since we could first
match a subsequence of returned outputs to narrow down the set of
relevant clusters.

6.3. Relative improvement in precision and recall
To evaluate whether incorporating a test-driven filtering step en-
hances the precision of IDS, we first compared the class matches of
S-TDS and R-TDS with the textual ranks as determined by IDS's text-
based search. The ranking is based on scores returned as part of IDS.
To exclude code duplicates, we recalculated the ranks using the scores of
the clone-free matches.

Fig. 6 illustrates how many classes where matched based on the
clone-free IDS set by either of the studied TDS approaches. While the x-
axis represents the textual ranks determined by IDS's text-based search,
the red line signifies the highest number of candidates remaining
in IDS's result set after clone removal. On the x-axis, we have the
cumulative sum of matches up to a specific rank for both S-TDS (shown
as the orange line) and R-TDS (represented by the green line). It is
evident that for a considerable number of functional abstractions, R-
TDS consistently outperformed S-TDS in terms of candidate matches,
demonstrating its superior recall capabilities.

An analysis of the overall trend of the cumulative sums of behav-
ioral matches for most abstractions shows that growth tends to
plateau at a certain point, resulting in an asymptotic curve shape. Although there are some abstractions with only a small set of matched
implementations, they also seem to follow the same growth trend.
To assess improvements in precision and recall, we utilized the pre-
viously introduced metrics of RIP (Relative Improvement in Precision)
and RIR (Relative Improvement in Recall). The improvements for each
functional abstraction are shown in the “Rel. Improvements” row of
Table 3. On average, across all functional abstractions, both S-TDS and
R-TDS surpassed IDS in terms of precision by a factor of approximately

6.2.2. Adaptation and matches
During the arena analysis step, the adaptation engine managed to compute adapters for an average of 363 classes, with an average of approximately 15,942 adapters. For each class, the number of testable classes (i.e., those that could be executed using the given stimulus sheets) varied significantly, averaging around 275 testable classes (or roughly 6525 testable adapters on average).

In addition to these findings, for S-TDS we identified an average of approximately 89 functionally-equivalent class implementations across all abstractions (averaging about 167 matching adapters). In contrast to S-TDS, R-TDS obtained roughly 113 functionally-equivalent class implementations across all abstractions (totaling about 221 matching adapters on average).

These results for both variants of TDS indicate that a substantial number of classes were able to provide the desired functionality based on our interface specifications and stimulus sheets.

For each functional abstraction, we successfully matched a non-trivial number of class implementations, except for the NGramGen abstraction where we only found one matching implementation in the corpus. Upon manual inspection of the SRM records, we discovered that bi-gram functionality existed in more classes, but not in the way we had specified (i.e., as word-level bi-grams while other classes delivered token-level bi-grams). The number of response clusters varied significantly among functional abstractions and testable classes. Even when dealing with large numbers of response clusters, identifying matching
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5 Presumably, the most recent Nicad version that we used had issues with the most recent Java language syntax.
Fig. 6. Trend of behavioral matches — rank of textual matches (x-axis) (as returned by IDS after code clone removal) vs. class implementation matches (y-axis) - S-TDS (orange) and R-TDS (green). The dashed black line indicates the number present after clone removal.
99.37. On the other hand, R-TDS showed a recall improvement factor relative to S-TDS of approximately 4.

In summary, while S-TDS exhibited a substantial relative improvement in precision compared to IDS, R-TDS demonstrated a significant boost in recall over S-TDS by accepting candidates that S-TDS had rejected.

6.3.1. Characterization of software components

The third part of Table 3 presents an overview of the behavioral matches obtained by R-TDS over all matching class implementations in terms of their implementation size (measured by line-count and complexity at run-time when stimulus sheets were executed). The variability in size-based measures is considerable across different functional abstractions. Typically, a line count of 1 represents a delegate method invocation.

In conjunction with Table 4, which contains a random sample of queue class implementations, we can appreciate the diversity of results obtained from our analysis. This suggests that LSL is a powerful dynamic scripting language for achieving component diversity, allowing users to choose from a wealth of diverse candidates.

7. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the overall lessons that can be learned from the presented study and consider the validity of the results, including the approach’s limitations. We then look at the extent to which the presented platform addresses the weaknesses of the first generation of CSEs identified in Section 1, before discussing the technology’s potential impact on the quality and usability of code search results.

7.1. Lessons learned

Our study shows that LASSO TDS is indeed capable of retrieving a large number of diverse (adapted) implementations from LASSO’s code repository for a set of 20 functional abstractions. During the course of our analysis, we also made several intriguing observations that could potentially help enhance the technology by making it more tolerant of varying responses and able to accommodate potential differences in interface signatures.

For instance, when examining functional abstractions such as Queue (along with related data structures like Stack), we discovered implementations exhibiting a wide range of behavior despite having high levels of similarity. In the case of the enqueue method for the Queue abstraction, we identified three distinct response clusters that matched the desired functionality, even though the method signature and its return type varied significantly. Similarly, when analyzing the ToJSON abstraction, multiple relevant response clusters were discovered, with differences in how the final JSON representation was represented as a string (e.g., some returned pretty-printed strings while others produced single-line strings). LASSO TDS’s strict variant simply rejects all these alternatives, whereas its relaxed variant has the potential to recognize and accommodate them.

7.2. Limitations and threats

Although all first generation TDS engines have been deprecated and are no longer available as benchmarks for comparison, we were nevertheless able to show that LASSO TDS is able to improve on the precision and recall of “classic” CSEs based on their well-known implementation strategies. As well as providing evidence for the feasibility of the approach presented in this paper, the study also shows the power and flexibility of LASSO’s dynamic scripting language, LSL, for defining customized search pipelines and services.

Even though the study was performed using a large dataset of open source Java software components sourced from Maven Central, which is widely utilized in both open source and industrial development, the generalizability of our findings are limited by the small scale of our study. Conducting a larger-scale study is essential to attain more reliable results. Furthermore, it is important to note that LASSO currently focuses exclusively on Java software components, and therefore, we cannot make any assertions about its applicability to other programming languages like Python. The asymptotic curves identified in our study also warrant further investigation. To pinpoint the true plateaus where behavioral matches reach saturation, an analysis of larger result sets obtained through IDS is necessary.

There are several potential threats to the design of our study. Firstly, the functional equivalence of the retrieved implementations was primarily achieved through the comparison of quantitative values (i.e., output values). To increase our confidence that this worked as expected, we randomly selected a subset of implementation matches from the search problems and manually reviewed their code. Secondly, the sequence sheets used to characterize the desired functionality may not be entirely representative. Given that exhaustive software testing is rarely practical (Ammann and Offutt, 2016), a limited set of tests may not fully capture the actual behavior of candidates during test-driven filterings in LASSO TDS. To address this concern, we endeavored to create tests that accurately reflect the fundamental concept of the functionality being evaluated.

A related concern stems from the measurement of relative improvements in recall for R-TDS compared to S-TDS. This requires a ground truth to evaluate alternative, acceptable outputs for R-TDS that are deemed equivalent. In order to mitigate this risk, we manually examined all the alternative outputs for the functionality in question and carefully assessed whether the implementations effectively deliver the desired functionality. However, it is important to acknowledge that other human examiners may form different judgments based on their individual experiences or varying interpretations of the functionality.

Our approach has other inherent limitations that require further exploration and research. Firstly, software adaptation is still a significant challenge, particularly when dealing with class implementations that rely on, or involve complex, custom (i.e., developer-defined) types. The problem is that potential class implementations may be missed by the approach, even though a potential adapter could be developed (i.e., from a developer’s perspective). This has a negative impact on the recall of the approach.

Secondly, even though the process of establishing functional equivalence of class implementations in an offline, data-driven manner disconnects the matching process from run-time observations and comparisons, our current serialization technique for matching outputs represented as strings of Java objects is limited. This could represent a potential risk in cases where string-based equivalence varies from object-based equivalence. To mitigate this risk, we employ two strategies: (1) utilizing established methods for object serialization via JSON, and (2) making it possible for users to examine SRM records more closely (e.g., examining behavioral clusters for spotting discrepancies).

Finally, executability, and thus the ability to actually test and uncover the behavior of software components, is still an issue that needs further research. Although components may compile without issues, their execution is not guaranteed. This is partly due to potential late-time binding problems with class dependencies or dependencies on external services. In the worst-case scenario, a component’s behavior may not be observable (e.g., visibility issues in Java) or even testable at all (cf. testing limitations Ammann and Offutt, 2016).

The potential impact of the improvements outlined above is significant, especially in terms of enhancing recall by exploring alternative potential outputs to those envisaged by the developer. This insight underscores the need for the further development of adaptation and similarity techniques for matching outputs.
7.3. Addressing weaknesses of CSEs

In this subsection, to complement our quantitative results, we discuss how well our proposed platform resolves the shortcomings of existing CSEs outlined in Section 1.

1. Small corpora: As explained in Section 3, the LASSO platform has a large index of executable software components extracted primarily from Maven Central, augmented by a steadily growing corpus of “mavenized” code harvested from other platforms. Once the “mavenization” mapping has been defined for a particular repository’s build information format, the process of harvesting new code is automatic and performed on an ongoing basis. To the best of our knowledge, at the time of writing, the LASSO corpus is the largest repository of automatically executable software available. In order to compare the magnitude of our corpus with that of other corpora, we use “artifacts” (cf. Table 1) as our fundamental unit of measurement. Given that an executable artifact is typically generated from a software project (i.e., its source code in terms of compilation units), which usually encompasses an executable Java program (i.e., compiled code), we can compare the number of executable artifacts in LASSO’s corpus to the number of executable Java programs reported for other corpora published in the literature. Our corpus contains 184,464 executable artifacts sourced from Maven Central, which is equivalent to approximately 85k (i.e., 85%) more executable Java programs than the next biggest corpus we are aware of, NJR corpus (Palsberg and Lopes, 2018), and roughly 135k (i.e., 270%) more than the 50k-C (Martins et al., 2018b), which is the third biggest. Other popular corpora primarily used for benchmarking tasks are much smaller (e.g., SF110 contains 110 executable Java programs (Fraser and Arcuri, 2014), while XCORPUS contains 76 (Dietrich et al., 2017)).

2. Poor scalability and performance: As explained in Section 4, LASSO’s distributed architecture and its execution environment is powered by Apache Ignite (The Apache Software Foundation, 2022a) which is a fully-blown clustering technology supporting vertical and horizontal scaling of workloads, including both the building and execution of software components as well as the collection and storing of observational records. It supports scalable build automation and build script synthesis using Maven as the build tool ecosystem. This not only dramatically increases the speed at which search results can be processed, it also allows the platform to be easily scaled up with more computing resources. The findings of our study suggest that the search time, which is approximately 4 min on average for 1000 candidates, underscores the platform’s practical utility. This is particularly relevant when taking advantage of pre-existing computing resources, such as continuous integration systems. Since the secure sandbox environment for executing actions and components is based on Docker containerization at the operating system level, it supports the specification of controllable, reusable and isolated run-time environments (e.g., in terms the operating system, Java version etc.) and enables fine-grained control over resource allocation and permissions (Boettiger, 2015).

3. Declerative query languages: As mentioned by Grazia and Pradel (2022), existing CSEs exclusively support declarative query languages that basically allow users to describe the properties they want the desired code to have. However, this approach is problematic for test-driven search engines because (a) the desired properties include the specification of desired semantics expressed as tests, and (b) in practice, the search process is at least a dual-phase process in which a dynamic-observation step is built on top of a traditional text-based search step. Expressing this combination in a declarative query language would be complex and counterintuitive. LASSO’s rich, but nevertheless abstract, scripting language allows static and dynamic analysis steps (including search steps) to be combined into imperative process pipelines. These scripts are not incompatible with, or intended to completely replace, traditional code search query languages, but can be used to realize them as shown by LSL. This approach of complementing traditional, declarative query languages with an imperative, but abstract, scripting language provides users with a range of ways to use the platform for code searches and analyses.

4. Platform-specific test description language: In first generation TDS engines, users could only define and input the tests describing their sought-after functionality using mainstream programming languages such as JUnit test classes/methods. This not only meant that users had to expend significant effort in coding up a compilable and executable test, they had to use fully-blown programming languages which obscure the core input/output mappings characterizing the desired functionality (e.g., within the assertion statements). The sequence sheet notion offered by LASSO, supported in LSL, provides a much more compact (yet executable) representation of tests that can be more easily incorporated into declarative queries.

5. Limited adaptation technology: A key feature of LASSO’s automated execution technology is the inclusion of a range of adaptation heuristics that attempt to adapt the interfaces of candidate code modules to the interfaces assumed in the sequence sheet test specifications. This can significantly increase the recall of the search process by allowing candidates to be assessed that otherwise would not match the interface.

6. Simplistic ranking approaches: The current generation of CSEs use statically-derived metrics to rank the members of a result set since they are unaware of their true run-time behavior. Test-driven search engines, which execute the candidate code modules, can supplement the static metrics with easily measured dynamic properties such as execution time and resource usage. If all candidate code components are executed under the same conditions, such metrics are meaningful because by definition they involve the same tests. However, defining ranking algorithms that take the dynamic behavior of the components into account is much more challenging because it requires similarity metrics based on a full record of each component’s responses to each test. For example, software components could be ranked according to how many of the tests they pass. As explained in Section 3, LASSO supports such complex behavior comparisons by storing all execution information (i.e., observational records) in SRMs and allowing them to be exported for analysis using state-of-the-art data analysis tools.

7. Lack of dynamic metrics about the result set: Finally, a natural consequence of the previously discussed feature is that LASSO can significantly enhance the value of the returned component descriptions by augmenting traditional static metrics (e.g., LOC, cyclomatic complexity) with dynamic metrics (e.g., execution speed, resource usage, functional similarity etc.).

7.4. Additional benefits and impact

Overall, the presented search scripts indicate that only a small set of straightforward, recurring actions are necessary to realize customized, behavior-aware search processes. Despite being formatted in an easily readable manner, the size of the LSL scripts used to implement LASSO TDS is relatively small, demonstrating the power and efficiency of LSL as a dynamic querying language. This compactness gives users more flexibility to develop new search strategies by either modifying existing actions or adding additional ones that incorporate custom reuse criteria or unique search techniques.

We believe that even novice users can quickly grasp the supplied search scripts and adapt them to their unique functional/non-functional
requirements in a particular reuse scenario. As with any other programming language, LSL scripts can be decomposed into smaller subscripts (e.g., divide-and-conquer) thanks to the flexibility of Groovy/Java. Even if users prefer not to use LSL as their query language, they still have access to simpler, classic CSE’s through the LASSO TDS service, which can be utilized via a web front end or through plug-in integration.

To the best of our knowledge, no existing CSE provides a dynamic query language that integrates observational services with cutting-edge analysis tools. Even though Boa (Dyer et al., 2013) is not a CSE, it does provide a DSL to answer questions at the code repository level. The drawback of Boa, however, is that it does not combine its static analysis capabilities with dynamic analysis like our platform. It therefore lacks behavior-aware selection capabilities (i.e., behavior sampling).

7.4.1. Software measurement

Since LASSO supports the combination of static and dynamic code analysis, SRMs can store virtually any kind of measurable data about software components (even non-numerical data). Users can therefore formulate and combine a large variety of analysis criteria based on a wide range of measurable engineering goals. The collection of measurements in SRMs serves multiple purposes —

- **Quality-based reuse selection criteria**: Measurements can be used to identify the most suitable implementations for reuse based on predefined quality attributes (Long, 2001; Bauer and Vetro, 2016).
- **Differences and comparisons**: Measurements reveal discrepancies between, and interesting observations about, different components involved in the analysis process, helping users make informed decisions about whether a particular candidate is suitable for their purposes (e.g., estimating the potential reuse cost Barns and Bollinger, 1991).
- **Increased transparency**: By gathering more information about tested components, users can identify code clones or undesired structural anti-patterns, leading to better decision-making and increased code understanding.
- **Dynamic metrics guidance**: In cases where no true positives are found, the gathered properties about components can be used to redesign test sequences in TDS.

7.4.2. Fine-grained filtering and sorting options

LASSO TDS offers multiple ways to filter candidates based on various properties including (1) text-based filters (applied at the level of the executable corpus), (2) action filters and (3) behavior filters imperatively encoded in LSL actions (inside the whenAbstractionsReady block). These filtering options can be used independently or combined into a hybrid strategy for improving precision in the search process.

In addition, type-driven (or structural) queries can be used to retrieve classes based on their specific types (e.g., extending a certain super class or implementing an interface). This feature is particularly useful for targeted searches within specific application domains (e.g., requiring queues to be subtypes of java.util.Collection). LSL pipelines also provide flexibility in reformulating filtering-based reuse criteria into ranking-based reuse criteria. Users have the option to encode custom, relevance-based scoring methods within LASSO TDS, allowing best matches to be identified and ranked based on their relevance to specific reuse objectives (in contrast to the binary choice of rejecting them).

7.4.3. Executability, testability and environments

While our “mavenization-based” corpus unification and curation approach aims to improve the rate of success in obtaining executable components, the automated build script synthesis capability provided by Maven simplifies the incorporation of reusable components into Java projects. Since users often need to make sensitive choices about actual target execution environments in which potential reuse candidates may be executed, LASSO lets them leverage state-of-the-art containerization technology to enable the automatic selection and creation of execution environments on-the-fly. This innovative approach streamlines the process of defining and managing desired test execution environments.

As demonstrated in Listing 2 for LASSO TDS, users have the flexibility to specify their target execution environments (here Java version 17). This allows them to assess whether potential reuse candidates meet their requirements. Additionally, TDS pipelines can easily be modified or extended to verify that systems execute consistently across multiple environments (e.g., by comparing SRMs).

By offering these advanced features and maintaining a high degree of flexibility, LASSO empowers users to more effectively leverage existing software components in their projects, ultimately enhancing the overall quality and efficiency of their reuse and development efforts.

8. Conclusion

A significant weakness of the current generation of CSEs, as they attempt to cope with the huge volumes of code being added to repositories on a daily basis, is their almost exclusive reliance on statically-derived properties of software to match code to queries. This means that they can only make judgments about components’ semantics based on unreliable inferences from the identifiers selected by the author in the source code, which has direct negative consequences on their precision and recall. Since so-called “symbolic execution” approaches (Balconi et al., 2018) are still only applicable to small snippets of code, the only practical way of gaining information about the “true” run-time behavior of code modules is to execute them. However, scaling such “test-driven search” approaches to significant levels, and making them usable in practice, presents several challenges.

In this paper, we have presented the LASSO platform, and LASSO TDS, a test-driven code search service built on top of that platform, that addresses these challenges by automating the execution and run-time comparison of large numbers of software components. Moreover, based on a study of 20 search problems we gained preliminary evidence that these capabilities can enhance several aspects of the classic TDS reuse scenario. We demonstrated LASSO TDS’s performance in terms of (a) relative precision improvements over IDS-based textual search as well as in terms of relative recall improvements over traditional, strict TDS approaches. In particular, LASSO’s test-driven search capabilities are able to establish the functional relevance of candidate implementations more scalably and reliably than traditional static (i.e., text-based) algorithms, thereby increasing search precision. Moreover, LASSO’s interface adaptation and matching techniques can increase the number of candidate software implementations that can be subject to testing, thereby increasing recall. Furthermore, we demonstrated that relaxed TDS implementations can further improve recall, relative to strict TDS implementations, by generalizing the matching criteria (i.e., explicitly allowing different, but semantically equivalent, outputs), without compromising precision. Currently, the LASSO platform only supports Java, but we are working on adding other languages such as Python.

Of course, the precision and recall of search algorithms can always be optimized individually, so the challenge is to find techniques that can raise one, or both, without affecting the other. LASSO’s dynamic analysis services can be used to generate deeper insights into the clusterings of behaviorally-similar implementations in the search results, potentially leading to even further precision, and providing a range of useful dynamic metrics that better characterize the relevance of candidate implementations. All this additional information can be used to increase the quality of the final ranking algorithm, and thus
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6 Freely available at GitHub: https://github.com/SoftwareObservatorium/lasso.
maximize the likelihood that the most suitable implementations will be offered to the users first. Many of the example measures and services are unique to LASSO, or are not available at the large scale offered by LASSO.

We believe that LASSO has the potential to further enhance software reuse. As well as encoding custom search processes and rich reuse criteria, the dynamic LSL query language can be used to support "continuous reuse" (Kessel and Atkinson, 2018). Since LASSO is compatible with modern continuous integration platforms, its dynamic analysis capabilities can be exploited at opportune moments for continuous code recommendation. For this, we envision integrating LASSO into continuous integration (CI) pipelines (Fowler, 2006) to allow developers to receive recommendations in an unobtrusive manner based on text-based TDS queries that are generated and submitted automatically. This service can be used to identify reusable candidates when the CI system is idling, and to provide fast feedback to developers if existing systems already exist. This opens up the possibility for companies to discover existing functionality they were unaware of in early phases of their projects, thus making it possible to reduce overall development costs.

LASSO’s flexible pipeline design can also enable the benchmarking of new and existing search strategies, or even the comparison to code generation strategies such as offered by generative AI (Chen et al., 2021). Since search strategies are encoded in LSL scripts, LASSO allows them to be assessed with respect to important evaluation criteria (i.e., precision and recall). In particular, users can compare the SRMs produced by each search script using LASSO’s data analytics layer. Benchmarking can also be used to improve existing search strategies and to assess new ones. For example, the precision of interface-driven search can be assessed by looking at the number of false positives when evaluated in the arena based on a set of test sequences.

Although this paper has focused on the dynamic analysis and search services of LASSO, since these are the most innovative and represent the main contribution of the platform, these are not intended to compete with, or replace the static analysis techniques employed by other platforms. On the contrary, the long term goal is to seamlessly integrate LASSO’s dynamic analysis capabilities with the large-scale syntactic analysis and machine learning capabilities of existing platforms.
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Appendix. LASSO TDS – LSL pipeline script

Listing 2: LASSO TDS - Strict test-driven search pipeline in LSL including ranking preferences (last action)

```plaintext
dataSource 'mavenCentral2023'
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name:'select', type:'Select') {
    abstraction('Queue') // interface-driven code
    queryForClasses interfaceSpec
    rows = 10
    excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
    excludeTestClassClasses()
    excludeInternalPackages()
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name:'filter', type:'ArenaExecute') {
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name: 'rejectClones', type: 'Nica6') { // reject code clones
    cloneType = 'type2'
    collapseClones = true
    dependsOn 'select'
    includeAbstracts 'Queue'
  }
}

def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name: 'filter', type: 'ArenaExecute') { // test
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name:'select', type:'Select') {
    abstraction('Queue') // interface-driven code
    queryForClasses interfaceSpec
    rows = 10
    excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
    excludeTestClassClasses()
    excludeInternalPackages()
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name:'filter', type:'ArenaExecute') {
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name:'select', type:'Select') {
    abstraction('Queue') // interface-driven code
    queryForClasses interfaceSpec
    rows = 10
    excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
    excludeTestClassClasses()
    excludeInternalPackages()
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name:'filter', type:'ArenaExecute') {
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name:'select', type:'Select') {
    abstraction('Queue') // interface-driven code
    queryForClasses interfaceSpec
    rows = 10
    excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
    excludeTestClassClasses()
    excludeInternalPackages()
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name:'filter', type:'ArenaExecute') {
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name:'select', type:'Select') {
    abstraction('Queue') // interface-driven code
    queryForClasses interfaceSpec
    rows = 10
    excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
    excludeTestClassClasses()
    excludeInternalPackages()
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name:'filter', type:'ArenaExecute') {
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name:'select', type:'Select') {
    abstraction('Queue') // interface-driven code
    queryForClasses interfaceSpec
    rows = 10
    excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
    excludeTestClassClasses()
    excludeInternalPackages()
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name:'filter', type:'ArenaExecute') {
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

study(name:'Queue-TDS') {
  action(name:'select', type:'Select') {
    abstraction('Queue') // interface-driven code
    queryForClasses interfaceSpec
    rows = 10
    excludeClassesByKeywords(['private', 'abstract'])
    excludeTestClassClasses()
    excludeInternalPackages()
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}
def interfaceSpec = '''Queue {
  enqueue(Object)->Object
  enqueue() -> Object
  peek() -> Object
  size() -> int
}'''

benchmarking {
  action(name:'filter', type:'ArenaExecute') {
    filter 'complexity:[2 TO *]'
  }
}